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VILLA TAMARINDO - BEACHLANDS

Barbados

Welcome to Villa Tamarindo, a stunning five-bedroom villa located at one of the best locations in

Barbados. This villa is a beautiful and luxurious two-storey property set on four and a half acres in the

exclusive and popular villas at Beachlands. This villa is ideal for guests looking for luxury comfort and a

perfect island location. Enjoy all that Barbados has to offer from the beaches to the food and luxury. This

magnificent villa has been designed by renowned local architect Larry Warren. The design of this property

incorporates traditional Caribbean architecture with world-class contemporary interiors. The property

exemplifies luxury, elegance and comfort, all the things that make for an exquisite villa.

The home also benefits from wonderful indoor and outdoor spaces for both living and entertaining. The

44ft swimming pool and terrace are slightly raised from the beachfront providing privacy and making your

stay more comfortable. Enjoy spending time with your family and friends in this beautiful location. Make

memories to last a lifetime at Villa Tamarindo. Contemporary interiors seamlessly spread across the villa

which features five-bedroom suites, five bathrooms and two powder rooms. This villa is great for families

or groups of friends. Enjoy each other’s company while taking in the stunning surroundings of Barbados.

The villa sits against a backdrop of carefully landscaped grounds for guests to escape and relax expansive

beach views visible from almost every room. Each en suite bedroom is also fully air-conditioned and offers

unrestricted panoramic views of the spectacular blue ocean from an expansive terrace and sundeck. Relax

with a cup of coffee in the morning as you watch the stunning sunrise. The en suite bathrooms all feature

unrivaled finishes. Within the property, there is also a gym, media room and high-specification chef’s

kitchen where a private chef can cater to your every need. You won’t have to leave the comfort of your

beautiful home if you do not wish. Everything you need to enjoy the ultimate island experience is made

readily available to you. This home is private, fully enclosed and gated, with a state-of-the-art security

system and nightly security service in place. Enjoy comfort and peace at its finest at Villa Tamarindo.

Restaurants and amenities of Holetown and Limegrove Lifestyle Centre are just a short drive away.

Inclusive of Laundress and Gardener

More Information

Amenities: 
Al Fresco Dining and Entertainment



External Link:  External Link: 
Link

Rental Rates

Summer Rates:  $6,050 US /night 

Yes Name: ChestertonsTelephone: +1 (246) 432 4663

Make Enquiry

Property Type:  Villa

Bedrooms:  5

Bathrooms:  5

Listed:  4 Jun 2023
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